
THE ADVICE
Of All Buddhas

(Etaṃ buddhāna 
sāsanaṃ)

All Evil is to be Avoided
(Sabbapāpassa akaraṇaṃ)

Do Good
(kusalassa 
upasampadā)

Greed
(Lobha)

Hatred
(Dosa)

Purify The Mind
(Sacittapariyodapanaṃ)

Self- Delusion
(Moha)

gives rise to Greed and Hatred

Fear / Insecurity / Worry / Anxiety / Doubt

Envy / Jealousy / Instigate or cause conflict / Antagonise others

Anger / Aversion / Spite / Enmity / Cruelty / Recklessness

Disappointment / Regret

Grief / Lamentation

Boredom / Loneliness

Selfishness / Deception / Dishonesty

10 Meritorious Deeds in everyday life
Generosity / Giving (dāna)
Morality / Keeping precepts/virtue (sīla) 
Meditation / training the mind to be in full awareness (bhāvanā)  
Reverential Salutation / Paying respect to those who are worthy (apacāyana)  
Service / Helping others perform good deeds (veyyāvacca)  
Transference of merit (pattidāna) 
Rejoicing in others’ good actions (anumodanā)  
Hearing the doctrine (dhamma savana) 
Expounding the doctrine/truth (dhammadesanā)  
Straightening one’s own views (ditthijjukamma)

3 conditions needed to perform the highest wholesome deeds:
Done with joy throughout (Somanassa- sahagatam)    

            - before, during and after
Done with wisdom (Naya- sampayuttam)
Unprompted or spontaneous (Asankharikam)

Via understanding "What Constitute Evil?"
3 Evil Roots / Defilements

Poisons our mind (spiritually)
Makes us evil whenever we act, 
speak, or think

5 Universal Laws of Nature
that governs Life & Existence

Physical Law of Nature
(Utu Niyāma)

Biological Order of Nature
(Bīja Niyāma)

Via Undertaking the Training Rules
to keep the 5 Precepts

requires HEEDFULNESS    
breaking the 5 precepts 
constitute major evil because 
those who break them has the 
3 Evil Roots

Embarrassment / Shame / Remorse

Law of Kamma
(Kamma Niyāma)

Law of the Mind
(Citta Niyāma)

Law of Truth/Dhamma
(Dhamma Niyāma)

refrain from causing harm or taking the life of 
any living/breathing being  (including your own life)

refrain from taking that which is not given

refrain from sexual misconduct / extramarital sex 

refrain  from frivolous, harsh/hurtful, misleading/false speech

refrain  from intoxicating drinks or drugs which causes 
heedlessness, dullness of mind, and overindulgence of the senses

We have 2 Minds

Thinking Mind
@ Mundane Mind

Silent (True) Mind
@ Oneness Nature
@ Essence of Mind
@ Awareness Nature

is wisdom/pure energy

5 Aggregates of Form [Rupa] 
and Mind [Nama]
五蕴

Physical (1st Aspect)
- the physical human being

Mental (2nd Aspect)
- when perception brings in external form into mind, the mundane mind at the mental level 
also has the 5 aggregates of Form & Mind. This is how the 2nd aspect comes to be.

Spacious Awareness
Awareness without a center
choice- less observation of "what is"
very sharp, clear, and sensitive
before perception/arising of sankhara/thought

Specific Phenomena Awareness
direct seeing of phenomena. To see things as they are before the knowing.
PERCEPTION of Form is consciousness whereas its non- perception is wisdom.
able to develop wisdom and wise attention (yoniso manasikara) upon sense experiences.
sees clearly the flow of causes & conditions behind the arising/ceasing of every phenomena

Just a Tool for us to Live Life
not so real
often mistaken as a permanent unchanging entity
perceived as an "ego" / "me" / "self" / "Personality" (atta)
not to accumulate psychological memories, which 
has the evil roots

Remember useful info (e.g. NRIC, Passwords, Home Address, etc)

Academic knowledge to enable technical advancement (e.g. Science, Maths, etc)

Required for communication (e.g. learning language, culture, etc)

Physical Form [Rupa]

Perception of physical form through sense bases
(Sanna) - part of the Thinking Mind [Nama]

Feeling, in response to the content perceived
(Vedana) - part of the Thinking Mind [Nama]

Content of Consciousness - includes Perception & Feeling
(Sankhara) - part of the Thinking Mind [Nama]

Consciousness
(Vinnanam) - part of the Thinking Mind [Nama]

also known as "Thought"
- is our conditioned reaction to memory
- is psychological time
- is trapped energy
- has momentum (propensity to proliferate)

Thought has 2 parts =
Content of  Consciousness
+ receptacle (Consciousness)

Mental Form [Rupa]

Perception of mental form through memory lens of the mundane mind
(Sanna) - part of the Thinking Mind [Nama]

Feeling, in response to the content perceived
(Vedana) - part of the Thinking Mind [Nama]

Content of Consciousness - includes Perception & Feeling
(Sankhara) - part of the Thinking Mind [Nama]

Consciousness
(Vinnanam) - part of the Thinking Mind [Nama]

Mental Activity (e.g. Thinking, Planning, Scheming, Deceitfulness, Cunningness, etc)

Mental States - interpretation of feeling (e.g. anger, jealousy, joy, anxiety, violence, calmness, fear, peacefulness, 
Passion, Willpower, Focus, Attention, Concentration (Ekagata), etc)

Mental Formation (e.g. knowlege, concepts, remembered data/captures, opinions, 
preferences, mental images, mental scenarios/simulations/assumptions, etc)

Karmic Volition (e.g. Mental intention, ulterior motives, etc)

4 Noble 
Truths
(cattari 
ariya 
sacca)
苦集灭道

Dukkha - is to be thoroughly understood
[Pertains to Mundane Living]
Prevalence of Suffering when one does not understand Life & Existence

Samudaya - craving is to be abandoned
[Pertains to Mundane Living]
Cause of suffering is Craving to the 5 aggregates of form & mind 
borne of Self Delusion

Nirodha - is to be realized
[Pertains to the Supra- Mundane Aspect]
Cessation of Dukkha can be realised in the here and now

Magga - is to be Cultivated
[Mundane Cultivation Leading to the Supra- Mundane Realisation]
Path leading to cessation of Dukkha

Right View (Samma ditthi)

Right Thought (Samma sankappa)

Right Speech (Samma vaca)

Right Action (Samma kammanta)

Right Living (Samma ajiva)
Earnest living, without causing harm to others,
does not violate the 5 precepts

Right Effort (Samma vayama)

Right Mindfulness (Samma Sati)

Right Collectedness of Mind (Samma samadhi)
stable, collected & unwavering silent relaxed free mind
does not waver at the moment of sense experiences while in the midst of life

We reap what we sow
Do good begets good, and Do evil begets evil
种善因结善果 , 种恶因结恶果 , 千万别种错因结错果

12 Links 
@ Law of Dependent Origination
(Paṭicca Samuppāda)

Shows how our thinking/mundane mind functions 
as a human being
Link#4 "Form & Mind" refers to 2nd aspect of the 
5 Aggregates of Form & Mind 

We are born of our kamma, heir to our kamma, conditioned and supported by our kamma, 
and we are what we are because of our kamma

Noble 8 Fold Path  八正道
follow the path to live a noble life
Daily Mindfulness is key
"Life itself is the meditation"

8 Realities 
of Life & Existence
了生死

Realities of birth

Realities of aging

Realities of sickness

Realities of death

Confronting separation from prized possessions and loved ones

Being with people we dislike

When we cannot get what we want
When our expectations in life are not met
When things don't go our way

in short, attachment to the 5 grasping aggregates (Uppadana khanda) of form and mind (both aspects) is the reason we suffer

Covetousness / Wanting to win at expense of causing hurt and harm / Arrogance

Detest what we Dislike / ill- will / Resentment / Blame

Bias / Discrimination / Denial / Non- Acceptance of reality

Ego- centric / Self- Righteousness / Bulldoze & impose own views on others without respect

8 Worldly Conditions

Gain & Loss

Happiness & Sorrow

Praise & Blame

Fame & Ill- Repute/Disgrace

Sensual Craving
(Kama Tanha)

Craving To Be
(Bhava Tanha)

Craving Not To Be
(Vibhava Tanha)

4 Famous Stanzas From The Diamond Sutra:
一切有為法, [YI QIE YOU WEI FA]
All Dharma or Phenomena has its supporting causes and conditions behind it => not permanent / unchanging entity
如夢幻泡影, [RU MENG HUAN PAO YING]
They are like dreams, illusions, bubbles, and shadows => unreal, empty nature
如露亦如電, [RU LU YI RU DIAN]
Like dew and a lightning flash => impermanent
應作如是觀。[YING ZUO RU SHI GUAN]
One should contemplate them thus => to develop the contemplative wisdom

Able to Insight into the
3 Universal Characteristics 
exhibited by all phenomena of nature
in the condition- arising world
(Vipassana)
回光反照

Conditions of Suffering (Dukkha)
- the mundane mind suffers when it confront life's realities with negative perception
- even when the body suffers, the mind doesn't suffer when it is able to accept & 
confront the realities of life with wholesomeness

Impermanent Nature of Existence (Anicca)
- all phenomena are Preciously Fleeting; arising and ceasing dependent on their supporting causes and conditions

Non- self / Empty Nature of Existence (Anatta) - neither "self" (atta) nor "no self / nothingness" (attaniya)
- means it is not a permanent unchanging entity that we can hold onto, cling onto, and grasp onto as the "I" / "Me"
- the seemingly persistent "ego"/"identity"/"owner" is an illusion (phenomena) created by our heedless thinking mind
- Just "Mighty Nature Rolling By" (we are all part of nature; not too different from a tree, fireworks in the sky, a 
planetary system, or a passing breeze)

All sense pleasure is a prelude to suffering, as they are of the nature to arise and pass/cease

TRUE EMPTINESS IS WONDERFUL EXISTENCE
真空妙有   
We came at birth empty handed & we leave at 
death also empty handed, then why do we 
grieve over emptiness in between?
来也空 , 去也空 , 那么施主 何必 苦苦为空流泪呢?

3 Hallmarks of 6th Patriach's teachings: 
no thought             无念 , 
no mark of a self, others, and existence  无相, 
no dwelling            无住

5 Daily contemplations 
reflections for a cultivator

This body is of the nature to decay and grow old, for it has not gone beyond old age

This body is of the nature to get sick, because it has not gone beyond sickness and diseases

This body is of the nature to die, for it has not gone beyond death

Our loved ones, wealth, properties and prized possessions will one day separate from us (or us from them, when our breathe stops)

Buddhas and Bodhisattvas have 3 bodies

Nirmana kaya or Functional Body (which is the 5 aggregates of Form and Mind) of this 
segmented life.  It arise from the Karmic nature.

Sambogaya kaya or Perfection / Spiritual Body, perfect of wisdom and virtue. It arise from 
our spiritual nature.

Dharma Kaya is the dharma body that can teach the Dharma. It arise when the 
Nirmanakaya and the Sambogayakaya come together.

Types of Suffering

Mental suffering due to clinging to physical bodily suffering
(dukkha dukkhata)

Attachment to sankhara, i.e. holding strongly to wrong views & rigid opinions
(sankhara dukkha)

Due to change, unsatisfactoriness due to impermanence
(viparinama dukkha)

Very fine/subtle suffering can be detected when the mindfulness and wisdom is very stable.
Cultivator who can reach this stage is very near to enlightenment/liberation.

How to Break karmic obstructions?  By..
sincerely ask for forgiveness from whomsoever 
from the distant past until now, that we may have 
caused any karmic negativity, suffering, misery, etc
genuinely repent and determine henceforth to 
follow the advice of all Buddhas to avoid all evil / 
negativity of mind states (3 evil roots) by keeping 
the 5 precepts and diligently cultivate heedfulness 
to develop wholesomeness and purify the mind

 Retribution obstacle

Activity obstacle (e.g. career related activities, uncooperative colleagues, difficult bosses, unscrupulous company, etc)
implies karmically- conditioned livelihood obstacles

Affliction obstacle (negative karmic fruition - e.g. very "suaey", unlucky, harmful interventions, keep getting swindled, etc)
implies karmically- conditioned affliction caused by heedless living.
Whenever we act, speak or think with an evil mind (having the 3 evil roots), affliction/suffering will constantly follow us.

Primary (e.g. physical disability, DNA, etc)
implies karmically- conditioned physical body

Dependent (e.g. living conditions, family, etc)
implies karmically- conditioned living conditions or your Materialistic Inheritance

 

8 types of consciousness:
#1st - #5th sense door consciousness - seeing, hearing, smell, taste, tactile consciousness
#6th sanna - thought consciousness (internalised mental form through perception)
#7th sankhara - discriminative consciousness

sankhara as a mental organ to trigger off the alaya consciousness after receiving the sense data from sanna
#8th alaya consciousness / vinnanam - storehouse consciousness (summation of all karmic volition)

3 phases of Dhamma, developing 
the 4 noble truths in its 3 turnings

Pariyati - learning phase
1st turning suttamaya panna - wisdom borne of hearing/reading/studying
2nd turning cintamaya panna - wisdom borne of reflection/discussion

Patipati - cultivating phase
3rd turning bhavanamaya panna - wisdom borne of meditative training

Pativedha - leading a noble life phase (reaping fruits of cultivation)

4 Types of Happiness
- possible for lay people who cultivate
Right Living following Noble 8 Fold Path

Happiness of possession (upon earning them righteously via right living)

Able to use one’s possession for the happiness of all (yourself, loved ones and others)

Happiness from being free of debts (burdening commitments)

Able to live a blameless life, (dutiful, upright with integrity and honesty) where the wise ones will not blame them

4 supports for Awareness Based Meditation:  
Relax  ,  
Maintain awareness for as long as we can  ,  
if possible 24 hours  ,  
Trust our true nature

Avijja Sutta - Enlightenment Sequence to break 1st link

Importance of Kalyanamittas
Not associating with good Dharma/Spiritual friends is the 
starting nutriment to the wrong path that finally ends up with 
Avijja (ignorance, 1st of 12 links) leading to heedlessness
For full details, please refer to Heart Sutra 2nd ed. Appendix 8

Wholesome / Virtuous Thoughts (e.g. contentment, generosity, love and 
compassion, respect, gratitude, sincerity, gentleness, kindness, 
pleasantness leading to harmony, brings about peace of mind, etc)

Wrong Thoughts are thoughts that condition negativity 
and unwholesome mind states with the 3 Evil Roots
(e.g. fear, worry, anxiety, sorrow, lamentation, 
insecurities, doubt, etc)

5 ways to overcome
Negative/Unwholesome 
Thoughts

4 Types of Clear Comprehension
(Sampajanna)

Sincerity of purpose.
We meditate to free our mind from suffering through developing wisdom, and not for 
psychic power or ability (not to develop energy field)

Domains of meditation.
Meditation can be developed in all postures, under all circumstances, and at all times in 
daily life

Suitability.
The most important time is now; most important people are those around us whom we can 
help and the most important place is here

Non- delusion.
Not to be trapped and deluded by conditioned mind states (the 10 defilements of insight) 
that would lead to complacency

with regards to Law of Karma      
 

to abandon the unwholesome actions, speech and thought that have arisen

to prevent the arising of the yet- to- arisen unwholesome action, speech and thought

to cultivate the appropriate right action, speech and thought that are still not in us regularly

to continuously arise the right effort to refine upon the wholesomeness that is already in us until they become fully perfected

Avoid 4 Types of Unwholesome Speech

Think of the direct opposite wholesome thought. (e.g. if there is anger, develop Mettā;  
if there is cruelty, develop Compassion; if there is Fear, develop Faith)

Think of the consequence of holding on to the unwholesome thought or evil roots. If you do not abandon it, then
the evil roots which are the 3 poisons, will condition karmic downfall. (e.g. White lies building a habit of impulsive lying;
Anger conditioning into violence/abuse/killing; Flirting leading to rape; Also, facing karmic afflictions resulting from hurt
and suffering caused to surrounding people & environment.)

"Be With it" Relax and maintain awareness via just let things be - this is the meditative way borne of 
understanding that “the natural state of mind before its stirring is already in the meditative state of inner 
peace, calmness and silent inner awareness; The flowering of thought is the very ending of that thought”.

Trace the origination factors of the unwholesome thought and then retrospectively reverse it via 
the cultivation of mindfulness of dhamma (dhammānupassanā) – i.e. via cultivating the mindfulness 
of the 6 internal (faculties) and 6 external (sense data) bases. This is to develop the wisdom to free.

If all the above 4 ways also cannot help you, muster sheer willpower. (“With clenched teeth and with your tongue towards your palate, 
you should determine strongly to abandon the negative thought”)

Lying / Fabricating / False speech

Harsh speech

Back- Biting / Bad mouthing

Frivolous speech / Gosipping

Cultivate Heedfulness
起心动念 , 无念是真心 , 动念即无明 (the arising 
of the mundane mind is thought/thinking; 
without thought, that is our true mind; the 
stirring/reaction of mundane mind at every 
moment of sense experience is delusion)

Ever- mindful (always attentive/aware, not lost in thoughts)

Constantly meditative (cultivating N8FP), reflective of every 
phenomena that arises in our field of consciousness/ daily life.

Acting according to memory (using thought, instead of awareness and wisdom), is not acting at all.
Thought is response from memory and is always of the past, hence it is limited

Even though Thought is limited, but it has so much power over us because it has the power 
to deceive us through words, concepts, ideas, etc (e.g. race, religion, belief systems are very 
divisive and can bring about unnecessary conflict, argument, and war)

One should act according to wisdom following N8FP to Resolve all life situations amicably, leading to 
harmony, strive for win- win outcome, does not violate the 5 precepts (moral codes)

Cultivate 5 Spiritual Faculties 
(mental faculties required for spiritual cultivation):

Saddha (Confidence in the Buddha and his teachings)
Viriya (Spiritual zeal to cultivate heedfulness)
Sati (mindfulness/awareness)
Samadhi (collectedness/unwavering mind)
Panna (wisdom)

To overcome 5 Mental Hindrances 
(mental states that hinders spiritual cultivation):

Sensual Pleasure / Likes
Ill- Will / Dislikes
Sloth & Torpor / Lethargy
Restlessness
Doubt

Craving for what we Like / Desire / Lust / Possessiveness

Cultivating Wisdom
(Panna)

Cultivating Collectedness of Mind
(Samadhi)

Cultivating Virtue 
(Sila)

(+) maintain and promote good health to oneself and all beings in contact with you - 
appreciation for preciousness of life itself

(+) selfless giving with no expectations of being thanked, nor appreciation in return 
(pure generosity and true kindness)

(+) promote harmony within own family - build meaningful relationships

(+) only say words that mean well, are beneficial, kind and truthful/honest

(+) always develop a clear mind to constantly live in full awareness/mindfulness through every passing moment in life

[                refer diagram                              ]

e.g. miscarriages, deformities, abortions, mother's sacrifice (physical, mental, lifestyle), still births, etc

e.g. long- sightedness, loss of taste/smell/touch/balance/mobility, fatigue, shrinking bones, diminishing social circle (un- belonging, left out), etc

e.g. dementia, cancer, ALS, COVID19, quarantine, waiting for biopsy result, hospital expenses, watching loved ones suffer, family regard as a 
burden, loved ones distancing themselves, physical pain, anxiety of encroaching death, etc

e.g. family feud on funeral arrangements & costs, fighting over inheritance, inheriting liabilities & responsibilities, remorse over 
actions/inactions/words said/left unsaid, loss of home & income (if bread- winner), etc

e.g. Natural disasters (Tsunami, Typhoon, Flood, Earthquake), War, change in government regulations 
and immigration status/policies, relationship breakdowns, failed marriage, broken family, stolen, etc

e.g. Adopted family, in- laws, new partner/superior/CEO due to merger or restructuring, school/online bullies, 
gangsters, disrespectful customers/clients, bias referee, rude/uncouth behaviour, etc

e.g. unsuccessful plans/promotions, disasters, broken promises, betrayals, failed ventures, jail 
sentence, drugged, kidnapped. blackmailed, ostracised, teammates defecting/leaving, etc

e.g. physics, chemistry, technology, astrology, etc

e.g. biology, genetic engineering, farming, etc

Thought- Based Approach
temporary solution 
because it is knowledge 
based (rigid), not wisdom 
based.

Meditative Approach
to understand the wrong 
thought (e.g. fear, anger) is not 
you because it is dependent 
originating and not intrinsic 
within your nature

this needs constant heedfulness or mindfulness and the initial wisdom

as opposed to just "maintain the wholesomeness" as stated in most texts

3 conditions required to sustain life, 5 aggregates of 
form & mind (the karmically conditioned vehicle and tool)

A functioning Physical body (rupa or form)

A Mind / Consciousness (nama), trapped inside the form

The Life force (karmic force / supportive karma) to pump the heart, 
to give rise to the pulse of life

Buddhist Devotional Practice (Puja)
Cultivators participating in Buddhist sessions/activities tend to perform all 10 meritorious deeds/actions:

Mostly begin with an opening puja (Salutation, Taking refuge, Renewal of Precepts, Significance of Offerings)
and ends with a closing puja (Sharing of Merits, Making aspirations)
in between, would be dharma sharing activities

Useful to help develop the spiritual faculties, virtue and wisdom

Wisdom Approach
permanently overcome 
by straightening one's 
view/perspective

7 stages of purification (satta visudhi) *first 3 are important
Morality (sila visudhi) - precepts, bodily action / speech 
Mind (citta visudhi) - aware content of consciousness (thought) and root out greed, hatred, delusion via wisdom 
View (ditthi visudhi) - Law of Karma, 4 Noble Truth, etc 
Doubt (kankha vitarana visudhi) - overcome 10 defilements of insight
Path and Non- path (maggamagga nanadassana visudhi - N8FP 八正道 (observe and reflect whether leads to peace/harmony/wisdom or division/confusion/suffering?)  
Progress Along The Path (patipada nanadassana visudhi) - choose to accept everything as natural, accord and flow with conditions
Vision/Insight (nanadassana visudhi) - direct seeing of reality as it is (no opinions/bias of memory). Insights are wisdom that explains the way things are. It is an understanding 
which is non- rigid and it is applicable to all life situations, significantly changing the way we live life (unlike academic concepts/ideas which is knowledge and thought based).

7 factors of enlightenment (satta bojjhanga) 
- keeps on arising when progressing along the path of cultivation (a good check)
#1 Sati - mind in full awareness/attentiveness/awareness before the arising of thoughts
#2 Dhamma Vicaya - Dhamma investigation
#3 Viriya - spiritual tenacity/energy/zeal to cultivate this noble path
#4 Piti - spiritual joy
#5 Passadhi - tranquility / stillness of mind
#6 Samadhi - stabilised mindfulness / collected and unwavering silent relaxed free mind
#7 Upekkha - equanimity of mental formations borne of wisdom

Note: these 7 factors of enlightenment will keep on arising when one cultivates the 
4 foundations of mindfulness correctly/with understanding. Please refer to Avijja 
Sutta steps 8 & 9 in Heart Sutra 2nd ed. Appendix 8

Truth (Dhamma) - Salutation To The Dhamma:
can be realised in the here and now (Sanditthiko)
Beyond time , beyond thought (Akaliko) - "thought" is psychological time, hence "no thought" is beyond time
inviting investigation (Ehipassiko)
Leading inward to the heart/Nibbana (Opanayiko)
Can be understood by the wise each for themselves (Paccattam veditabbo vinnuhi ti)

"Never go against nature" Straighten our view to be at peace with reality.
Difficult conditions are opportunities to Train and Cultivate the mind.
Approach all phenomena with positivity
万事起头难 , 对也接受 , 不对也接受 , 无论如何都要忍辱 , 忍辱就是波罗蜜
忍一时风平浪静 , 退一步海阔天空

with regards to Law of Mind

with regards to Law of Truth (Dhamma) as taught by the Buddha

Benefits of Bowing:
humility, strengthen faith, longevity (ayu), fair complexion (vanno), 
happiness (sukham), spiritual strength (balam)
use any method that is respectful, genuine reverential respect and 
mindfulness is more important, rather than technique.
Just bow until you become skilful (until Sati develops), the form 
and mind will know (when awareness and the bowing move as one)

TEN DHARMA REALMS
十法界

These 6 Mundane Realms are further explained as the 
31 PLANES OF EXISTENCE (for details, please refer to 
Heart Sutra 2nd Ed Appendix 4)

Realise the silent mind, to develop wisdom
(to understand Truth / Dhamma)

Metta is a very strong purifying force, that builds immunity for the form and mind. Use it to develop Metta Bhavana. 
(for more details on Metta, please refer https://broteoh.com/wp- content/uploads/Metta- Bhavana.pdf)

10 Fetters that binds the mind to the cycle of rebirth  - 束縛 思想導致重生的循環 / 十种障碍 ( 心结 ) 将人束缚于轮回之中
(saṃyojana)
  [1] self- delusion / personality- belief system (sakkāya- diṭṭhi) ................. [2] uncertainty/sceptical doubt (vicikicchā)
  [3] clinging to rites and rituals (sīlabbata- parāmāsa) ............................. [4] sensual passion/craving (kāma- rāga)
  [5] ill- will/resistance (vyāpāda) ................................................................. [6] craving for form/fine- material existence (rūpa- rāga)
  [7] craving for formless phenomena/immaterial existence (arūpa- rāga) [8] minor conceit (māna)
  [9] restlessness (uddhacca) ...................................................................... [10] ignorance (avijjā)

4 foundations of mindfulness 
(Satipathana)
Prerequisite - one must first overcome covetousness and grief 
(that is, Mental Hindrance #1 and #2) to cultivate initial wisdom 
borne of Kaya/Vedana/Citta/Dhamma nupassana

Mindfulness of the Body (Kayanupassana)
Anapanasati, mindfulness of the 4 postures, mindfulness of every movement in the present moment, contemplating the 
4 elements, the 32 parts and it's foulness (analogies - bullock cart, dirty skin bag), finally 9 stages of cemetery decomposition.
To establish the mindfulness leading to initial wisdom. Then cravings for beautiful forms and attachment to the phenomena 
world of consciousness will cease to be as these are mere illusions (realised through contemplation).

Mindfulness of feeling (vedananupassana) &
Mindfulness of content of consciousness (cittanupassana)

Be aware and understand clearly how feeling in its pure state (before the stirring) transformed into likes and dislikes 
(sensual desire and ill- will) due to our wrong views/thoughts.
Be aware of the 3 evil roots within the content of consciousness (unfolding of the 12 links).
With a stable awareness, we will come to understand how the un- arisen mental hindrances and evil roots come to be, 
and how the arisen mental hindrances cease to be.

Mindfulness of Truth/Dhamma (Dhammanupassana)
Mindfulness of the 5 mental hindrances, 5 aggregates of form and mind in its 2 aspects, the 6 internal sense bases 
(eyes, ears, body, nose, tongue, mind) and 6 external sense data (shape- color, sound, object of touch, scent, tastes, 
mental objects)  arises 6 consciousnesses (sight, hearing, touch, smell, taste, thought) = 18 sense realms, the 7 
factors of enlightenment and the 4 Noble Truths.
Through cultivating the mindfulness of the 18 sense realms, we can trace the origination factors; that is, through wrong 
view, we input the wrong content, and thus causing our mind to be agitated/stir. That is how the mental hindrance 
comes to exist.
When we silent our mind, these mental hindrances will cease to be. Just relax, be silent and maintain awareness.
With this understanding we can retrospectively reverse them through right views (straightening of views), and no 
longer react heedlessly like before.

Upacara samadhi - access samadhi, more stable than Khanika samadhi, but at the threshold before entering Appana samadhi.
At this stage one can still reflect and contemplate. This is the samadhi required in daily life.
Able to give rise to wisdom and the direct seeing, because in this state the 5 mental hindrances are not suppressed.

3 Types of Samadhi

Khanika samadhi - moment to moment awareness / samadhi.

Appana samadhi - absorption or focus samadhi, which is very strong.
There is no awareness borne of a free mind when one is in this conditioned state. 
As it is not a free mind the defilements and 5 mental hindrances are all suppressed, thus not rooted out (no true insight). 
Like clear water with sediments - when you are in this state without stirring and disturbances, the water is clear, but when you 
are out from this state, the sediments rise again making the water murky.
Advice: Release the appana samadhi back to normal awareness, and cultivate daily mindfulness, to develop wisdom 
(instead of psychic ability).

BEWARE: Samatha meditation could deceive one to belief that one is enlightened, but 
in truth one is not, because Samatha meditation is merely a conditioned state of mind 
borne of concentration and not true insight.

3 Types of Karmic Obstacles
(also obstructs us from cultivating the Dharma)

Quotes by Venerable Master Guang Qing:
过去心不可得 【Guo Qi Xin Bu Ke De】
The past is already gone so not a reality anymore
未来心也不可得 【Wei Lai Xin Ye Bu Ke De】
The future has yet to come so it is also not a reality
现在心也不可得 【Xian Zai Xin Ye Bu Ke De】
The present moment is also not a reality because of its transient nature 
(even though it is the ‘highest’ in Life)

like foam - appears so solid, but not so, because after a while, it is gone.

like bubbles – sensations/emotions arises and passes away almost immediately, 
from moment to moment.

like a mirage in the desert – appears so real from afar, but when approached, we realize 
that it’s not "reality" as we thought it to be. Only a mental image.

like peeling a banana tree’s stem – layer after layer and 
finally at the core of it, it is empty

like a magician / illusionist – who creates illusions for us to "believe". Hence the Mahāyāna phrase, “This world of ours is an 
illusionary world – a world of consciousness only. Not so real, and not what we think. Wake up and do not be deluded anymore.

Condition- 
dependent 

(arises & 
supported by 

conditions)

The Un- 
Conditioned 

(does not 
depend on 
conditions)
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